Global Regulatory
Intelligence Manager
Zug, Switzerland

Are you an experienced Regulatory or Quality professional wanting to “do
something new”, but not sure what you can do with your experience?
We have a great opportunity which is something quite different - We are
looking for somebody who understands the medical laws, standards and
guidance concept and supports to understand and implement regulations.

THE COMPANY
This role is all about having your “finger on the pulse” of
regulatory changes worldwide.
Located in the company’s headquarters you will be sharing
the corridors with the top people and be reporting to the
Global Regulatory Affairs Director which will offer you great
exposure!
In this unique role you will be responsible for monitoring
relevant trends, regulations and hot topics globally by
attending networking events and participating in working
groups to improve the company’s internal processes and
guide it into the future. In this role you’ll work
independently, learn about new markets and participate in
company special projects i.e. transition to MDR.
This is a corporate role across the whole company and a
great opportunity for someone who wants to directly impact
the business and work autonomously using their experience
in a completely different context.

As Global Regulatory Intelligence
Manager you will:
Guide and consult teams throughout product development
projects and product lifecycle on standards and questions
related to risk management/product safety
Monitor and analyse worldwide registrations, trends and hot
topics that may impact the company in terms of products
and processes across all portfolios
Prioritise and distribute collected information to necessary
internal partners (Quality, Regulatory and Marketing
departments) and work cross functionally to review and
prepare for new/updated laws
Attend and participate in networking groups, working
groups and medtech events to establish and maintain
external relationships and exchange information
Establish and maintain all relevant laws, regulations,
guidelines, directives for all products in a system
Participate in special projects such as the transition to MDR

ARE YOU ...
1. A regulatory OR quality professional with 5+ years
experience in the medical technology industry?
2. Strong experience with CE marking OR 21CFR/820
and ISO 13485:2016
3. Strong English skills

Please contact hello@elemed.eu for a
confidential career discussion.

